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"It is about reorienting
technologies to serve
ecosystems that can remove
barriers between global value
chains and the local, new
generation of creative thinkers.
A dream come true with the
WBID i4.0 SME Clusters project
in Kandal."

Professor at the American University of Phnom Penh















"Designers play a social role when
they share their creativity and skills
with people who are not familiar
with international markets. 
Their insights boost the expertise
and experience needed to succeed
in a competitive, global
environment.
Thanks to the cooperation between
Italian designers and young Khmer
artisans Il Nodo  Bottega dell'Arte is
an emblematic example of social
design."

Country Representative IL NODO International
Cooperation
C
Coo







"Although the world has changed, what
makes the difference in Luxury is always
the uniqueness of service and attitude that
lie in the experience, care, and attention to
the customer.
Investing in Asia and Cambodia means
investing in the future of the world
economy! They are growing markets with
many opportunities. So, we have built a
highly strategic network to promote
exclusivity in Italian furniture brands here.
Regeneration is a process of renewal and
revitalization. Now more than ever, we are
determined to reinvigorate and expand our
network of Italian brands, architects,
interior designers, construction
companies, luxury hotels, and homes."

CEO & President - Italian Atelier SRL





"Understanding the complexity of the
development environment and its
challenges, historical, economic,
sustainability, social and cultural
awareness are the pillars for a
forward-thinking design and
sustainable development.

Thanks to a global-experienced team
and the completion of  an array of
highly successful built projects, we
believe that we can depict the best of
each requirement while developing
holistic and integrated solutions that
respond to modern global society."

Business Development director SOG-Design









"I am proud to provide project
management and quality
control services supporting the
renovation of colonial-style
buildings in the Kingdom of
Cambodia. 
Thanks to our joint effort, we 
 allow local and international
visitors to appreciate the
greatness of this beautiful
Country's cultural heritage."

Regional Director Project & Cost Management,
Archetype Group







"As Cambodia goes through a
moment of economic and
cultural re-birth, a new
generation of designers has the
chance to re-invent itself and
unfold unexpressed creativity,
chasing the new, while
honoring the past. 
Cambodia's new manifesto is
shaped by the rediscovered
awareness of its natural
environment, demand for
comfort, multi-cultural inputs,
and an eclectic language."

Architect and Interior Designer 





"We re-thought the way we
design and turned it into
something beautiful. 

It's not just about making bags
from recycled and reused
materials; Smateria blends
fashion, social consciousness,
and sustainability. We are
driven by the love we have for
Cambodia, its culture, its
energy, and excited to live in a
place where people can grow
together and exchange ideas."

 Co-founder of Smateria 





"Adapting geometries,
parallelisms, and symmetries
that surround us into new
spaces and shapes, which has
not to be necessarily inside
physical dimensions, de-
contextualizing the subjects
without alterations or
deformations, is a sustainable
form of regeneration of reality,
which happens thanks to the
design."

 MarCom Professional





"We love nature, and we believe
that creativity, innovation, and
design is the recipe to create
eco-friendly products and
packaging.
Using banana plants and
recycling paper, we have
achieved our dream of
providing our clients with
100% natural packaging. "

 Art director and Partner at Dai Khmer and Refill store





"Any project should strive to
use as many locally sourced
materials as possible to ensure
the project is sustainable"

Architect  





"I believe in the importance of
educating the new generations
in Cambodia about green
architecture, particularly on
using, reusing, and recycling of
building materials and utilizing
sustainable energy sources."

Architect and Interior Designer








